
BECOME A 
SPONSOR.  
BECAUSE 
EVERY VOICE 
MATTERS.

SPONSORSHIP  
OPPORTUNITIES



Rare Disease Legislative Advocates 

Rare Disease Legislative Advocates (RDLA) is  
a program of the EveryLife Foundation for Rare 
Diseases designed to support the advocacy of 
all rare disease patients and organizations.  

RDLA is committed to growing the patient 
advocacy community and working collaboratively, 
thereby amplifying the patient voice to be heard 
by local, state, and federal policy makers.

Your support of RDLA will enable us to reach 
more state and federal advocates with  
educational programs and resources.

You can contribute to RDLA generally or focus 
your support to any of the individual activities 
that comprise RDLA.

EVERY VOICE MATTERS

MONTHLY  
WEBINARS

•	 HEAR	DIRECTLY	FROM	ADVOCATES	
‘ON	THE	GROUND’	ABOUT	TIMELY	
RARE	DISEASE	ISSUES	

	

•	 ADVOCATES	SHARE	POLICY	NEWS		
OR	ACTION	ALERTS
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ADVOCATES  
IN ACTION

•	 ADVOCATES	SHARE	THEIR	RARE		
STORIES	AND	BUILD	RELATIONSHIPS		
WITH	LEGISLATORS	AND	STAFF	

	

•	 600	ADVOCATES	REGISTERED	IN		
49	STATES	FOR	IN-DISTRICT	MEETINGS	

“Rare Across America is an amazing opportunity to  
bring your rare disease story to the attention of your 
Member of Congress. Building relationships with US 
Senators, Representatives and their staffers is crucial to 
gaining legislative support for issues critical to the rare 
disease community.”   
 
Allison, Litchfield Park, AZ 

Rare Across America 

Under the Rare Across America program,  
RDLA staff organizes meetings for rare  
disease advocates with their Members of  
Congress and/or the Member’s staff while they 
are in-district. The RDLA team prepares advocates for their 
meetings, provides legislative resource materials, and hosts 
pre-meeting training webinars. No prior advocacy experience  
is necessary for advocates. 

A virtual training program was created in response to the  
2020 Covid-19 pandemic, which resulted in 600 registered  
advocates trained and 320 teleconferences meetings made 
with Members’ offices. RDLA will continue virtual meetings 
with the introduction of advocates to new Members of  
Congress the week of February 27 - March 1, 2021. The  
Rare Disease Week on Capitol Hill events will take place  
July 19-22, 2021 to safely host the significant event live.

EVERY VOICE MATTERS
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CAUCUS  
BRIEFINGS

•	 SPONSORS	OF	THE	RDCC	BRIEFINGS	
ARE	WELCOME	TO	WORK	WITH	RDLA	
ON	TALKING	POINTS,	THEMES	AND	
SELECTION	OF	SPEAKERS	

	

•	 SINCE	2010,	RDLA	HAS	CO-HOSTED	
FOUR	QUARTERLY	BRIEFINGS		
ANNUALLY

Rare Disease Congressional Caucus 

The Congressional Rare Disease Caucus (RDCC)  
is a forum for Members of Congress to voice 
constituent concerns, collaborate on ideas, facilitate 
conversations between the medical and patient 
community and build support for legislation that will 
improve the lives of people with rare diseases. 

In 2010, RDLA led the effort to form the bipartisan, 
bicameral Caucus. The RDCC now stands at  
170 Members, making it one of the largest  
health-related legislative caucuses. 

EVERY VOICE MATTERS

•	 146	REPRESENTATIVES
•	 24	SENATORS
•	 CAUCUS	CO-CHAIRS:		

REP.	G.K.	BUTTERFIELD	(NC)		
REP.	GUS	BILIRAKIS	(FL)		
SEN.	ROGER	WICKER	(MS)		
SEN.	AMY	KLOBUCHAR	(MN)

170 RDCC MEMBERS 

1	INDEPENDENT57	REPUBLICANS112	DEMOCRATS
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Rare Giving 

Rare Giving is the Foundation’s grant program  
which provides over $150,000 in financial support annually to  
individual rare disease advocates and patient organizations. 
The program provides travel scholarships for events on  
Capitol Hill as well as workshops hosted by FDA and NIH, as 
we believe it is critical to ensure that legislators and policymakers 
hear directly from patients and caregivers. Sponsorships are 
also available for patient and physician education events that 
facilitate collaboration across diseases or engage rare disease  
advocates in public policy. 

In 2019, Rare Giving offered 163 travel stipends for Rare  
Disease Week (RDW), 98 of which were accepted from  
49 states, totaling $76,600. Rare Giving distributed 25 event 
sponsorships in 2019 totaling $29,500. In addition, as part of 
Rare Giving, RDLA provided resources and support for many 
patient organization events, including providing advice and 
expertise to build agendas, identify speakers and host  
impactful programs, as well as to distribute RDLA and  
EveryLife materials at the events to over 3,000 people.

EVERY VOICE MATTERS

2020 
TRAVEL  
STIPENDS

•	 787	APPLICATIONS	RECEIVED
•	 226	STIPENDS	OFFERED

•	 131	AWARDED	TO	ADVOCATES
•	 OVER	$187,000	AWARDED	IN	

48	STATES	AND	PUERTO	RICO
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RareVoice Awards 

The RareVoice Awards is an annual  
celebration to honor advocates who give rare 
disease patients a voice on Capitol Hill. Patient advocates,  
industry executives, and congressional and government  
agency staff gather to honor these outstanding advocates  
for the rare disease community and in state government. 
To commemorate the RareVoice Awards 10th Anniverary in 
2021, all sponsor partners will have exclusive opportunities to 
be involved in the celebration.

Award recipients are chosen by committee from nominations 
received from the rare disease community. Honorees receive 
an “Abbey” statuette, named for Abbey Meyers, founder of the 
National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD). 

EVERY VOICE MATTERS

SPONSORSHIP	OPPORTUNITIES	AVAILABLE	ON	PAGE	7

“As a rare disease patient and physician-scientist, I have 
been amazed by the incredible work that the EveryLife 
Foundation, RDLA, and the winners of the RareVoice 
Awards do to accelerate the development of life-saving 
therapies. They give me hope for my future and the 
future for so many others with rare diseases. I was so 
honored to receive the RareVoice Award last year among 
the hundreds of other rare disease patients and loved 
ones who fight alongside me and deserve the award just 
as much as I.” 

David Fajgenbaum, MD, MBA, MSc, 
Asst. Prof. of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania 
Assoc. Dir., Penn Orphan Disease Center Exec. Dir., 
Castleman Disease Collaborative Network
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Young Adult Representatives of  
Rare Disease Legislative Advocates 

Launched in 2019, the Young Adult  
Representatives of Rare Disease Legislative 
Advocates (YARR) are a highly motivated group of  
16-30 year-olds from the rare disease community.  
The main goal of YARR is to develop members in every 
state who can mentor other young adults with rare  
diseases to become advocates and help with their  
transition from childhood to adulthood. Currently,  
YARR has over 50 members and continues to grow. In 
2019,YARR members spoke at 10 patient advocacy 
conferences and are available for presenting at your  
desired conference or professional meeting. 

YARR Leadership Training Seminar 

YARR is currently developing its first Advocacy Leadership 
Seminar in Washington, DC to learn about the roles and 
opportunities for patient representation and engagement 
within therapy development as well as state and federal  
advocacy. In addition, the seminar will provide advocates 
with the tools needed to engage as informed rare disease 
advocates such as resume building and bio writing. On the 
second day of the seminar, the advocates will then attend 
meetings with their Members of Congress on Capitol Hill.

EVERY VOICE MATTERS

•	 50+	MEMBERS	ACROSS	THE	COUNTRY
•	 MOTIVATING	THE	NEXT	GENERATION	

OF	PATIENT	ADVOCATES	
	

•	 10	SPEAKERS	AT	PATIENT	ADVOCACY	
CONFERENCES	IN	2019
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EVERY VOICE MATTERS

SPEAKER		
INTRODUCTION	AT	
CONGRESSIONAL		

CHAMPAGNE	
TOAST

$85,000 $60,000 $45,000 $30,000 $20,000 $10,000

MONTHLY	RDLA		
WEBINAR		
SPONSORSHIP

3	BRIEFINGS	
WITH	SPEAKING	

OPPORTUNITY	AT	
1	BRIEFING

4	WEBINARS 3	WEBINARS 2	WEBINARS 1	WEBINAR

2	BRIEFINGS 1	BRIEFING 1	BRIEFING

6	WEBINARS

RARE	ACROSS		
AMERICA		
SPONSORSHIP

RARE	GIVING	
SPONSORSHIP

YOUNG	ADULT		
REPRESENTAVIES		
OF	RDLA	(YARR)	
SPONSORSHIP

RARE	DISEASE
CONGRESSIONAL
CAUCUS		
SPONSORSHIP

RAREVOICE	
AWARDS		
SPONSORSHIP

PRESENTED	BY	TITLE	
FOR	AWARDS		
CEREMONY		

OPENING	AND		
STEP	&	REPEAT

CHOICE	OF	ONE:		
NAPKIN	LOGO;

DESERT	SPONSOR;	
OR	RECEPTION	

SHOUT	OUT	AND	
DJ	SPONSOR	

RAREVOICE	
AD	CAMPAIGN

PRESENTED	BY		
RECOGNITION

LOGO		
RECOGNITION

LOGO		
RECOGNITION

LOGO		
RECOGNITION

LOGO		
RECOGNITION

RAREVOICE	
ATTENDENCE

RESERVED	LOUNGE	
SEATING	FOR	8

RESERVED	LOUNGE	
SEATING	FOR	6

RESERVED	TABLE	
FOR	4

4	REGISTRANTS 2	REGISTRANTS 2	REGISTRANTS

RAREVOICE	
PROGRAM	BOOK	AD

PRESENTED	BY		
LOGO	ON	COVER,	
FULL	PAGE	AD	AT	

BACK	COVER

FULL		
PAGE	AD

HALF		
PAGE	AD

HALF		
PAGE	AD

QUARTER		
PAGE	AD

LOGO		
IN	PROGRAM

RAREVOICE		
INVITATION,	HAND		
DELIVERED	TO		
CONGRESSIONAL		
OFFICES

PRESENTED	BY		
TITLE	ON	FRONT		
OF	INVITATION

LARGE	LOGO	
ON	BACK

LARGE	LOGO		
ON	BACK

MEDIUM	LOGO		
ON	BACK

MEDIUM	LOGO		
ON	BACK

SMALL	LOGO		
ON	BACK

RAREVOICE	
EMAIL	INVITE

PRESENTED	BY		
LOGO	AT	TOP		

MEDIUM	LOGO	 MEDIUM	LOGO	 SMALL	LOGO	 SMALL	LOGO	 SMALL	LOGO	

RAREVOICE	
SOCIAL	MEDIA		
MENTIONS	ON	RDLA		
ACCOUNTS

4	
MENTIONS	

3	
MENTIONS

2	
MENTIONS

2	
MENTIONS

1	
MENTION

SPONSORSHIP
LEVEL

ABBEY
EXCLUSIVE

CHAMPION
EXCLUSIVE

LEADER NOMINEE ADVOCATE GRASSROOTS

CONTRIBUTION

PREMIERE		

CHOICE	OF	2	
SILVER	LEVEL	

BENEFITS	
FROM:			
RARE	

ACROSS	
AMERICA,	

RARE	GIVING	
OR	YARR	

CHOICE	OF	2	
GOLD	LEVEL	

BENEFITS	
FROM:	
RARE	

ACROSS	
AMERICA,	

RARE	GIVING	
OR	YARR	PREMIERE		

PREMIERE		
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EVERY VOICE MATTERS

Silver Level
• RDW email blast announcing  

travel stipends application details 
including sponsor recognition

• Recognition in the February RDW 
webinar travel stipends slides

• Logo at stipend tables and RDW
• Logo on Rare Giving web page

Gold Level
• RDW email blast announcing  

travel stipends application 
details including 
sponsor recognition

• Recognition in the February RDW 
webinar travel stipends slides

• Logo at stipend tables and RDW
• Logo on Rare Giving web page

Premiere Level
• RDW email blast announcing 

travel stipends application details 
including sponsor recognition

• Recognition in the February RDW 
webinar travel stipends slides

• Logo at stipend tables and RDW
• Logo on Rare Giving web page

Silver Level
• Small logo on signage at all YARR 

meetings and the Rare Disease 
Week on Capitol Hill meeting

•  Small logo on website
•  Small logo on all communications  

and YARR newsletter

Gold Level
•  Medium logo on signage at all 

YARR meetings 
•  Medium logo on website
•  Medium logo on all communications 

and YARR newsletter
•  YARR speaker provided at one 

of your selected conferences or 
meetings

Premiere Level
•  Large logo on signage at all YARR 

meetings 
•  Large logo on website
•  Large logo on all communications 

and YARR newsletter
•  YARR speaker provided at two 

of your selected conferences or 
meetings

Silver Level
• Small logo on Rare Across America  

educational webinars
• Small logo on website
• Small logo on all communications
•  One social media mention during  

Rare Across America

Gold Level
•  Medium logo on Rare Across 

America educational webinars
• Medium logo on website
• Medium logo on all  

communications
• Two social media mentions during 

Rare Across America

Premiere Level
•  Large logo on Rare Across  

America educational webinars
• Large logo on website
• Large logo on all communications
• Advocacy training webinar for a 

disease specific organization of 
your choice

• Three social media mentions 
during Rare Across America

YOUNG ADULT REPRESENTATIVES OF RDLA

RARE ACROSS AMERICA

RARE GIVING
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SPONSORSHIP  
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EVERY VOICE MATTERS

$5,000
RARE	ACROSS	AMERICA

• Logo featured  
on website

RARE	GIVING

• Logo featured  
on website

$5,000
YOUNG	ADULT		

REPRESENTATIVES		
OF	RDLA

• Logo featured in 
Leadership Training 
Seminar signage

$5,000$5,000

RARE	VOICE	

$5,000 $5,000

• Logo featured  
on website

RARE	DISEASE		
LEGISLATIVE		
ADVOCATES

• Logo featured in  
one webinar

RARE	DISEASE		
CONGRESSIONAL		

CAUCUS	

• Logo featured in one 
Caucus Briefing
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ADDITIONAL   
SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES



Rare Disease Legislative Advocates has cultivated an  
impressive group of industry sponsors and we want 
your company to join us.

For more information about sponsorships and  
benefits, please contact a member of our team. 

Carol Kennedy, Chief Development Officer  
ckennedy@everylifefoundation.org

Ted Brasfield, Director of Development 
tbrasfield@everylifefoundation.org

EVERY VOICE MATTERS

RAREADVOCATES.ORG
@RareAdvocates

RDLA is a program of the EveryLife Foundation for Rare Diseases, 
a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization dedicated to accelerating biotech  
innovation for rare diseases treatments through science-driven 
public policy. We can do more with the science we already have 
and bring  life-saving treatments to millions of people suffering 
from rare diseases.
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mailto:ckennedy%40everylifefoundation.org?subject=RDLA%20Sponsorship%20Opportunities
mailto:ckennedy%40everylifefoundation.org?subject=RDLA%20Sponsorship%20Opportunities
mailto:scolton%40everylifefoundation.org?subject=
mailto:tbrasfield%40everylifefoundation.org?subject=RDLA%20Sponsorship%20Opportunities
http://RareAdvocates.org


1012 14th St, NW, Suite 500 
Washington, D.C. 20005

EVERY VOICE   
MATTERS

RAREADVOCATES.ORG

@RareAdvocates

http://RareAdvocates.org

